Transforming our educational systems to support sustainable development is a challenge that involves all levels of education ñ policy, curriculum and pedagogical practice. One critical dimension to look at is a teacherís identity as it influences a teacherís decisionmaking, behaviour and action. The ecological self is the concept that is used in the context of sustainability. This paper discusses the emerging ecological self of one student teacher during her initial teacher education programme. The concepts of the teacherís self and the ecological self form a lens through which the story of this student teacher is examined. The paper focuses on one part of a broader, longitudinal study of student teachers and their understanding of pedagogy and connectedness with nature in the context of the need for reorienting teacher education towards sustainability. Sterlingís (2001) conceptual framework of ecological view on education is taken as a tool to analyse the collected data. The results indicate that deep connectedness to nature and empathy are framing the holistic view on learning, teaching and a teacherís self.
teacher education through its mandate of preparing teachers for their educational work plays an important support role for this educational undertaking, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) initiated in 1998 and has been supporting effort for reorienting teacher education towards sustainability, which was followed by the formation of an international network of teacher education institutions (McKeown & Hopkins, 2007) . The literature on reorienting teacher education towards sustainability around the world highlights promising exemplars, but it also paints a picture of very slow progress (Sims & Falkenberg, 2014) . With a number of important institutional challenges to such a reorientation towards sustainability (Hopkins & McKeown, 2005) , there is also the fundamental challenge for teacher education. This paper engages with this latter challenge through a case study of one student teacher and the development of her ìecological selfî. The next section will outline the theoretical framework for the case study, which will involve the notions of the self of a teacher more generally and a teacherís ecological self, more specifically.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework that underlies the case study reported upon in this paper has two components: the first one deals with the notion of a teacherís self and its role in teacher education, but the second one concerns what has been called a personís ìecolo-gical selfî (Naess, 1987 (Naess, /1995 , a notion we want to expand to a ìteacherís ecological selfî. We shall outline the two components of the framework in turn.
A Teacherís Self and Its Role in Teaching and Teacher Education
A teacherís identity and self have been identified as important constructs in teacher education (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004; Nias, 1993; Olsen, 2008) . One particular approach to a teacherís self that fits this perspective and that we like to draw upon as part of our studyís theoretical framework is Korthagenís (2004 Korthagenís ( , 2013 ìonion model,î which he conceptualises as ìa model of levels of changeî (Korthagen, 2004, p. 80 ), which we look at as a model of the different layers that make up a teacherís self. There are five such layers that are ordered from ìoutsideî to ìinsideì, hence, the ìonionî model: a teacherís behaviour; a teacherís competencies; a teacherís beliefs; a teacherís identity and a teacherís mission. Thus, a teacherís self is characterised by his/her behaviour, competencies, beliefs, identity and mission. The image of the layers of an onion make two central features of a teacherís self clear, features that we adopt as part of our theoretical framework: that all layers are ìtouchingî each other, either directly or indirectly; and that it is more difficult to get at the inner layers than the outer layers. A teacherís ìbehaviour, his or her being is grounded in an awareness of self, mission and core qualitiesî (Korthagen, Hoekstra, & Meijer, 2014, p. 80) . There is a certain alignment between the layers: for instance, oneís mission as a teacher should be aligned or in harmony with oneís beliefs about teaching and learning, and those beliefs should be aligned with oneís behaviour. The problems here is that the ìself concepts are quite resistant to changeî (Korthagen, 2004, p. 83) .
It is obvious what important role a teacherís self, as conceptualised in such a way, plays for a teaching practice and also for professional development of a teacher. In order to align the ìlayersî of a teacherís self, a teacherís behaviours, competency develop-ment and beliefs need to be aligned with his/her mission and identity as a teacher and a person. This means that teaching cannot be seen as being solely a matter of a teacherís behaviour and competency, but also as a matter of his/her beliefs, identity and mission. This also makes clear the important role a student teacherís self plays for the design and practice of a teacher education programme that wants to impact a student teacherís teaching practice: the programme cannot only focus on the student teacherís teaching behaviour and his/her teaching competencies, but must also give consideration to his/ her beliefs, identity and even mission (in life and teaching).
The Ecological Self and Its Role in Teaching and Teacher Education
Hedlund-de Witt (2013a, b) suggests that an understanding of worldviews ñ which we can understand as a construct made up of the three inner layers of a personís self: a mission, an identity and beliefs ñ has a major role in addressing our highly complex, multifaceted, interwoven, planetary sustainability issues. She draws attention to the understanding of several authors (Hulme, 2009; Vonk, 2011 ) that worldviews are a ìroot-causeî of our sustainability challenges. Worldviews are clearly important in searching for solutions to the problems our societies are facing.
This perspective gives rise to the notion of ìecological selfî, which is at the core of the deep ecology movement (Dregenson & Inoue, 1995) , which started with Naess (1973) . The ecological self is a deepened and widened self whose identity (the second inner layer) is one that identifies with oneís natural ecology into which one is embedded so that any destruction of that natural ecology is a destruction of oneís self (Naess, 1987 (Naess, /1995 .
The role of the ecological self in teaching and teacher education becomes clear when one draws on Sterlingís (2001) dichotomy between a mechanistic (instrumental) and a holistic (ecological) view of the world, which, in turn, leads to a dichotomy in the view of teaching and learning between a mechanistic (instrumental) and a holistic (ecological) view of educational values (Table 1 ) and teaching and learning (Table 2) . Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate how different the teaching behaviours and competencies, i.e. outer layers of a teacherís self, match the mechanistic inner self from those that match the ecological, holistic inner self. The ecological self that addresses relevant worldview requires quite different competencies and behaviours from teachers, and, thus, also different approaches to teacher education.
The study that we report upon in this paper is a case study of the emerging ecological self of one particular student teacher enrolled in a particular masterís degree teacher education programme. The theoretical framework ñ the notion of a teacherís self and the notion of the ecological self ñ was used as the framework for designing the case study and as a lens through which the data were analysed.
Methodology
The case study reported upon in this paper is part of a broader, longitudinal study investigating the student teachersí emerging ecological self while enrolled in a teacher education programme. We consider the case we report upon in this paper a critical case (Yin, 2009) , which allows us to better understand what the emerging ecological self in student teachers could look like. Such an understanding would be of great benefit to the educational endeavour of reorienting teacher education towards sustainability.
The female student teacher presented in this case study, whom we gave the pseudonym Marygold for the purpose of the study, attended a teacher education programme at a Baltic university at the time the data for the study were collected. Marygold, as one of the participants of the broader study, was selected to take part in the study. The aim of the broader study was to investigate what personal and professional identities/selves student teachers bring into teacher education by looking at studentsí views towards teaching, learning and nature.
The data for the broader study consisted of written responses to open-ended questions and semi-structured group and individual interview data. The broader, longitudinal study, from which the data for the case study were drawn, involved nine student teachers and collected data during a four-year-period, starting at the beginning of their studies and ending with the final year of their studies, leaving out the final year of the masterís thesis work. After an initial analysis of the data, during the third year of studies, Marygold stood out as a critical case for the study of the emerging ecological self in student teachers, so much so that we decided to report on her case separately in this paper as a critical case study. The data for this case study were drawn from that part of the broader study that investigated the student teachersí worldviews and attitudes related to pedagogy and nature. For this part of the study, the written open-ended questions (OEQ) included questions about the understanding of learning and teaching, description of a favorite or ideal teacher, personal memories of school, motivation and mission to become a teacher. The questions of the semi-structured interviews (INT) aimed at a deeper discussion of the student teachersí understanding of learning and teaching, their views of the qualities and competencies of good teachers and what they would consider their mission in becoming a teacher is.
For the data analysis, first, the written text responses to open-ended questions and the transcribed interview data were read several times to find emerging themes. Inductive content analysis was used in order to categorise themes emerging from the text data, which then were reduced to the main categories (Mayring, 2000) . Using the theoretical framework outlined above, categories concerning attitudes towards nature and pedagogy were unified as aspects of a central category to be investigated.
Findings and Discussion
The findings section is divided into two parts, reflecting the two aspects of our theoretical framework. The first section will describe and discuss the findings linked to Marygoldís teacher self with a focus on the three inner layers of a teacherís self: a mission, an identity and beliefs. The second section will describe and discuss the findings linked to Marygoldís ecological self.
A Teacherís Self: A Mission, an Identity and Beliefs
Marygold comes from a family of teachers (ìI was really proud of themî, she says.), so her background has given a certain level of understanding of a teacherís work. A mission of her life ñ what inspires her as a future teacher ñ is to be as good a teacher as her favourite teacher, who makes students think, develops their worldviews and guides their development. The quotation also suggests a number of beliefs that Marygold holds about teaching: teaching is about making students think, developing their worldviews and guiding their development; being a teacher is like being a parent of oneís students. Beliefs and mission seem to be well-aligned, as has suggested is the case for those teachers who ìteach from withinî. 
. This makes teaching so much easier for a teacher and, actually, for a student as well. I have had such teachers. (Marygold, INT)
This quotation illustrates well how certain kinds of life experiences ñ in Marygoldís case, experiences of teaching and learning abroad ñ can shape a student teacherís beliefs about teaching and, as in Marygoldís case, her mission in life (to become a teacher who is like her favourite teacher). Marygold is striving to be an example to her students. Being demanding, as she says, shows that she is not ready to compromise on important matters like learning; this also is part of her identity as a teacher, who she is in her work as a teacher.
The few quotations illustrate our understanding of Marygoldís teacher self ñ her mission, identity and beliefs about teaching and being a teacher. The next section will use the data from Marygold to illustrate an emergent ecological self as outlined in the theoretical framework.
A Teacherís Ecological Self
The following tables use data collected from Marygold to illustrate how Marygoldís self fits well with the ecological/holistic educational paradigm identified by Sterling (2001) and referenced above (Table 1) as well as with Sterlingís (2001) ecological view of teaching and learning (Table 2) . Accordingly, Marygoldís understanding is differentiated into the categories (Table 3) . Table 4 gives a summary of Marygoldís holistic understanding of what teaching and learning is or should be. In exploring further Marygoldís ecological self, we focus on one particular aspect of her ecological self, namely her relationship with nature, which is central to Naessís (1987 Naessís ( /1995 understanding of the ecological self. Marygoldís relationship with nature as an integral component of her ecological self emerges in her stories when she discusses everyday life and her attitude towards nature. Knowledge about nature comes from her childhood, as her mother introduced her to different species during long walks in natural environment. Marygold confesses that she is actually afraid of being in nature alone, explaining that she is not used to it and that she has not had the chance to be alone in nature so much. At the same time, she longs for a deeper experience and wants to spend more time in nature, practicing this connectedness. Despite being afraid, she is aware of the reasons for it, and she sees the value of connectedness, understands the need for developing it. Marygold sees the separation from nature as being something unnatural and considers modern lifestyles a cause for this separation, but she also hopes that the situation will change. The ideal world for her is when people feel connected with nature. This reflects the core idea of Naessís (1987/1995) notion of the ecological self, which is even more explicitly expressed in the following description. Looking at the separation of people from nature, she sees it as an unnatural process that changes the very core of being a human. Despite worrying that she is not able to see how the connection can be restored, she sees hopeful tendencies. When it comes to other people, Marygold prefers to search for good qualities in them. There is always a reason, a set of environmental factors that negatively influence peopleís actions and behaviors. In the next quotation she talks about the inner beliefs of her ecological self; she sees that the ìGreater Beingî is in every one of us, which is a view often found in the deep ecology movement (Berry, 1988) , as well as in the literature on the role of spirituality in education (Miller, 2000) . While not always explicitly linked to the literature on spirituality, Marygoldís view is connected with whole systems thinking that is influencing stewardship (Senge, 1990; Senge, Smith, Kruschwitz, Laur, & Schley, 2008 The feeling of oneness she expresses here, that all people share something that is the same, reflects the altruistic self very well. Naess (1987 Naess ( /1995 speaks about it as a core aspect of the ecological self. The importance of an individualís effort for the greater good is linked to the point that Makrakis and Kousoulas-Makrakis (2012) made about teaching and creating a teacher education curricula. They stress that we should bear in mind that the learners have to be able to transform themselves and society, which makes it especially important to address the notion of self in the context of teacher education for sustainability. Also, Marygold seems to understand that everything we do or say may have a far broader influence on the world; again a view inherent in the scholarship of whole systems.
. and I just go and take a walk. This worldview seems naive and too young, but this is how I can manage with life. This thought actually scares me nowif I would think ill thoughts about people. Iíll try to see good in everyone; if there is a badbehaving child, then there is a reason for that. No person is born bad. They grow to be like that. This is what I think. (Marygold, INT)

I think that a human being
Conclusion
As it has been stated, reorienting teacher education towards sustainability has been recognised as an important approach to address the urgent need for sustainable development, i.e., creating and sustaining the conditions for current and future generations to live well on the Earth. The work by deep ecologists like Naess (1973) provides an understanding of the importance of our selves (particularly our mission in life, our identity and our beliefs) for creating and sustaining those conditions. Thus, the concern for developing our ecological selves, as conceptualised by deep ecologists like Naess, 1987 Naess, / 1995 to become an important focus for reorienting teacher education for sustainability. While Sterling (2001) provides a conceptual framework for a greater understanding teachersí ecological selves, the question about what those ecological selves actually look like in teachers, why and how they emerge remain unanswered. When analysing data for the broader study mentioned above, Marygoldís responses stood out as what we would consider a critical case for a deeper understanding what a developing ecological self in student teachers might look like. Our analysis and discussion on her response data from the broader study, we hope, provides a helpful case study of a developing teacherís ecological self for the purpose of addressing issues related to the development of teacher education towards sustainability. We think that this case study can do so in two important ways. First, the core layers of a student teacherís ecological self-mission, identity and beliefs, as identified in the core refection approach to teacher education , have been illustrated through the personal story of a particular student teacher. This illustration, through a concrete case, can help sensitise teachersí educators to the qualities that characterise an ecological self in terms of oneís mission, identity and beliefs. It seems to us that being sensitised as a teachersí educator to those qualities is a prerequisite for working with student teachers with the goal of reorienting teacher education towards sustainability. Murray (2011) has made a strong argument for the importance of ìthe sustainable selfî for education for sustainable development. In his book ìSustainable Selfî, he provides pedagogical models and concrete methods to approach the construction of sustainable self during the learning process.
Our case study can also support the design of further studies on evolving student teachersí identities. Of course, one case study does not provide enough evidence to make profound conclusions or suggestions, but it enables readers to consider different aspects when we discuss more diverse studies in the field. A second way in which we think our critical case study can support reorienting teacher education towards sustainability is by providing a concrete illustration of the theoretical framework provided by deep ecologists for reorienting teacher education for sustainability. Marygoldís responses illustrate what Naessís (1987 Naessís ( /1995 notion of the ecological self can look like in the context of teaching, and they illustrate what Sterlingís (2001) ecological/holistic educational paradigm and ecological view on learning and pedagogy mean. We suggest that these theoretical frameworks are of great importance to a systematic approach to reorienting teacher education towards sustainability, thus having an illustrative example for those theoretical constructs could be helpful ñ also for future studies on evolving student teachersí identities.
Reorienting teacher education towards sustainability means that teacher education programmes need to work ìfrom withinî (Korthagen, Kim, & Greene, 2013) with student teachersí selves, and a clear understanding of what ecological selves ìlook likeî can represent an important aspect of such work from within.
